
FREESTANDING REFRIGERATORS
FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

INTRODUCING A COUNTER-DEPTH
REFRIGERATOR WITH A UNIQUE VISION

Although stunning in appearance, what makes 
this 72-inch French door refrigerator truly beautiful 
are storage solutions as limitless as the abilities of 
even the most accomplished cooks, including the 
FreshVue™ Door-within-Door that illuminates when 
you approach to showcase the ingredients within.

Inside, the adjustable full-width shelving, Slide-Away 
Shelf and 3-Tier Freezer Drawer assure there is always 
room for a crown roast, a pitcher of Sangria or the 
latest purchase from the Farmers’ Market. 



KitchenAid’s superior approach to the FreshVue™ Door-within-Door concept not only provides easy access to frequently 
used ingredients without opening the main refrigerator, it offers storage solutions customers will appreciate.

INSIDE THE FRESHVUE™ DOOR-WITHIN-DOOR

ILLUMINATING DESIGN WITH ROOM FOR EVERYTHING

NOTE: Not all features available on all models

The tinted window is sleek 
in appearance and allows an 

unobstructed view of frequently 
used ingredients without opening 

the main refrigerator.1The tinted window is sleek 1The tinted window is sleek 
in appearance and allows an 1in appearance and allows an 

unobstructed view of frequently 1unobstructed view of frequently 1used ingredients without opening 1used ingredients without opening 
the main refrigerator.1the main refrigerator.

Proximity lighting is an 
industry exclusive, illuminating 

the window automatically 
when customers approach.2Proximity lighting is an 2Proximity lighting is an 2industry exclusive, illuminating 2industry exclusive, illuminating 
the window automatically 2the window automatically 2when customers approach.2when customers approach.

The top bin is perfect for 
shorter items, but has enough 
depth to keep frequently used 

items close at hand.3The top bin is perfect for 3The top bin is perfect for 
shorter items, but has enough 3shorter items, but has enough 
depth to keep frequently used 3depth to keep frequently used 

items close at hand.3items close at hand.

The second bin is just as 
deep as the top one, but 
offers more vertical space 

for larger items.4The second bin is just as 4The second bin is just as 
deep as the top one, but 4deep as the top one, but 
offers more vertical space 4offers more vertical space 4for larger items.4for larger items.

Third from the top is a pull-
out bin with a wood fi nish 

inlay and the capacity to hold 
all but the largest items.5Third from the top is a pull-5Third from the top is a pull-

out bin with a wood fi nish 5out bin with a wood fi nish 
inlay and the capacity to hold 5inlay and the capacity to hold 

all but the largest items.5all but the largest items.

The bottom pull-out bin fi ts tall 
bottles and large containers, and 
features a wood fi nish inlay. An 

adjustable cold air vent regulates 
cold air circulation from the 

refrigerator into the bin area. 6The bottom pull-out bin fi ts tall 6The bottom pull-out bin fi ts tall 
bottles and large containers, and 6bottles and large containers, and 
features a wood fi nish inlay. An 6features a wood fi nish inlay. An 6adjustable cold air vent regulates 6adjustable cold air vent regulates 

cold air circulation from the 6cold air circulation from the 6refrigerator into the bin area. 6refrigerator into the bin area. 

The FreshVue™ Door-within-Door 
opens easily by pulling upward 

on the latch just behind the right-
hand refrigerator door handle.7The FreshVue7The FreshVue™7™ Door-within-Door 7 Door-within-Door 
opens easily by pulling upward 7opens easily by pulling upward 7on the latch just behind the right-7on the latch just behind the right-
hand refrigerator door handle.7hand refrigerator door handle.
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  *Based on commonly purchased produce     **KRFC804G, KRFC604F, KRFC704F among leading premium 3-door counter-depth French door brands

The Under-Shelf Prep Zone is ideal for 
chilling dough and desserts or marinating 
meats between prepping and cooking 
stages. The 6" x 10" x 2" pan utilizes 
space that is typically left empty beneath 
the refrigerator shelf. It is oven- and 
dishwasher-safe, transitioning easily 
from cooling to cooking to cleaning.

This sliding shelf retracts up to three-
quarters of the depth of the shelf to 
provide space in the refrigerator for 
taller items, such as wine bottles. It can 
accommodate items up to a height of 
16.75 inches. This fl exibility offers the most 
tall-item storage space in its class** and 
helps customers optimize organization.

The crispers are upgraded drawers 
with gasket seals to maintain the ideal 
temperature and humidity levels to help 
keep produce at peak freshness. Self-
close glides offer smooth and effortless 
operation of drawers that extend more 
than 90% for full visibility and easy access 
to ingredients. Combined with in-drawer 
LED lighting, these openings make items 
easy to store and fi nd.

SLIDE-AWAY 
SHELF

UNDER-SHELF
PREP ZONE

FULL-EXTENSION 
FRESHSEAL™ CRISPERS

STORAGE CUSTOMIZATION

PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM WITH LINEAR COMPRESSOR

Provide the height of food preservation 
with independent cooling systems for the 
refrigerator and freezer and help keep food at 
its peak. The Linear Compressor offers minimal 
temperature variations and an effi cient cooling 
system, making this our quietest freestanding 
French Door refrigerator.

An ethylene-absorption cartridge 
delays over-ripening of certain fruits 
and vegetables.* Ethylene gas is 
produced by types of produce which 
should be stored separately from 
ethylene-sensitive items.

The activated carbon fi lter is 15 times 
more powerful than baking soda at 
reducing common food odors, which 
helps keep odors that can spoil fresh 
fl avor (e.g. garlic, onions or seafood) 
from transferring between foods.

SEQUENTIAL DUAL 
EVAPORATORS

PRODUCE
PRESERVER

FRESHFLOW™ 
AIR FILTER



KRFC300E KRFC302E KRFC604F KRFC704F KRFC804G

70.125"H x 30.25"D 72"H x 30.25"D 72"H x 30"D 72"H x 30"D 72"H x 30"D

20 Cu. Ft. 36" 22 Cu. Ft. 36" 23.8 Cu. Ft. 36" 23.8 Cu. Ft. 36" 23.5 Cu. Ft. 36"

SS, BS SS, BS SS SS, PS, BS SS, PS, BS

White Interior Design White Interior Design White Interior Design Platinum Interior Design Platinum Interior Design

ExtendFresh™  
Temperature  

Management System

ExtendFresh™  
Temperature  

Management System

Preserva® Food Care 
System with 

Linear Compressor

Preserva® Food Care 
System with 

Linear Compressor

Preserva® Food Care 
System with 

Linear Compressor

– – – –
FreshVue™ Door-within-

Door with  
Proximity Lighting

Interior Water  
Dispenser with  

Automatic Ice Maker

Interior Water  
Dispenser with  

Automatic Ice Maker

Exterior Ice and Water 
Dispenser with In-Door-

Ice® System

Exterior Ice and Water 
Dispenser with In-Door-

Ice® System

Exterior Ice and Water 
Dispenser with  

In-Door-Ice® System

– SatinGlide® System 5 Self-Closing Drawers 5 Self-Closing Drawers 5 Self-Closing Drawers

–
Pull-Out Tri-Level  
Freezer Drawer

3-Tier Self-Close  
Freezer Drawer

3-Tier Self-Close  
Freezer Drawer

3-Tier Self-Close Freezer 
Drawer with Icemaker
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Ask your customer to open and count all 
the Self-Close Drawers. They’ll marvel at 
the number (5) and the ease with which 
they operate.

FIND ALL THE  
SELF-CLOSE DRAWERS

Ask your customer to remove the pan of  
the Under-Shelf Prep Zone. Point out that the 
non-stick interior makes it perfect for chilling 
and marinating in the refrigerator and then 
going straight to the oven for cooking.

UNDER-SHELF  
PREP ZONE 

Ask your customer which ingredients they 
use most. Then, show them where they  
can conveniently store those items in the 
door-within-door bins. Let them know that 
the two lower bins slide out for easy access.

FRESHVUE™ 

DOOR-WITHIN-DOOR

THE FOLLOWING DEMONSTRATIONS ARE GREAT WAYS TO BREAK THE ICE WITH CUSTOMERS  
AND SHOW THEM THE FEATURES OF THIS NEW REFRIGERATOR.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE REFRIGERATORS AND OTHER KITCHENAID® PRODUCTS, DOWNLOAD THE APP ADVANTAGE BY WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION ON ITUNES AND GOOGLE PLAY.

SHOW AND SELL

KITCHENAID® FREESTANDING FRENCH DOOR  COUNTER-DEPTH REFRIGERATORS


